show and tell

More than just a sensuous living space, this studio apartment
is teeming with space-saving ideas big and small.
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designer: rhiss interior
project type: 1-bedroom condominium studio apartment floor area: 640 sq ft
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Many would agree that living in a small home has its benefits. Consider the less time needed for

cleaning, the lower electricity bills in cooling the apartment and the fewer furniture you need to
purchase. The problem, on the other hand, that frequently arises for small homes is clutter, when
belongings start to overflow from the existing storage units. So when Wincy Tang of Rhiss Interior took
on this one-bedroom condominium apartment project in the Thomson area, she wanted to approach
storage in a more holistic way, by providing as much storage to curb any future clutter issues.
The owners were also looking at a “modern loft design”, which led to a more open plan for the
home. Several walls of the unit were hacked away and the layout was restructured. With a much
bigger living area to work with, she proceeded with the intention of keeping the dining and living
set-ups in one common space.
But first, she tackled the issue of storage. She designed a full-height wall of black spray-painted
glass-fronted cabinets across from the entrance of the apartment to the other end of the living area.
Due to the sheer size of the black cabinets, they determine the sleek, sensuous feel of the space.
Long niches, as well as a white wall opposite, however, help alleviate the heaviness of the black
finishes. This white wall, newly built to separate the living area from the master bedroom, also
serves as a screen for the film buffs’ home theatre projector. And if you’re wondering where the
requisite TV console is, Wincy explained that it is neatly hidden behind a tinted mirror door close
to the window. This reduces yet another extraneous detail that might add clutter to the entire look.
Like most small apartments, this home’s original layout relegated little space to the bedroom. “The
bedroom was so small that it could only accommodate one queen-size bed and no further space
for a wardrobe,” Wincy recalls. Now it includes a customised wardrobe and, also customised, a
queen-size bed for the owners.

“...all the materials used
and space planning are based on minimal
cleaning and hidden corners.”
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The use of the bay window ledges here is a clear example of how interior design can be approached
in a flexible and creative manner. While the bay window ledge in the living area has been refurbished
with padded seating, the one in the bedroom is turned into a bookshelf and study corner, complete
with a slim writing ledge across the window. Colour wise, the space is unabashed in the use of dark
hues, making it ideal as a space for restful sleep.
She also designed the bathroom such that it consists of both wet and dry areas, separated by
a glass door. “We used glass because the owners wanted natural light in the bathroom. But the
open-concept bathroom can be turned into a private bathroom with a click of a switch,” she says.
“The clear glass facing the bedroom is a special glass that can convert to frosted glass.”
Likewise, a need for practicality drives the kitchen design. At the same time, Wincy geared the look
toward a warm and welcoming one with natural wood grains. This wood finish is paired with a black
granite counter, spray-painted safety glass backsplash and aluminium-framed clear glass doors.
When asked about the choice of materials throughout the house, Wincy says, “The owners are
busy executives, and they cannot find time to really clean up on a weekly basis. Therefore, all the
materials used and space planning are based on minimal cleaning and hidden corners.”
This, along with the forward-looking approach taken, has won the admiration of the owners. Wincy
says, “The owners were taken aback by the amount of storage space that I was able to create based
on the size of the unit. There is in fact more storage space here than in their old 4-room HDB flat.”
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